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Regent: Hold off plans for 10th university
17

by J.C. Smith

Dec.12.
The hearing, at the Orlando Airport
. Radison Hotel, was the fourth and final
Plans to build a 10th state university in a series to discuss the need to expand
might have to wait until Florida's the State University System.
financial crisis is over.
At previous hearings, groups from the
A group of community leaders and Fort Myers and Fort Lauderdale areas
business owners from the Fort Pierce lobbied for the universify.
and Vero Beach area lobbied the new
"I don't think we need al 0th university
state university before the Board of until we can pay for the ones we have,"
Regents'long-rangeplanningcommittee ' said Re-gent Ross Wolf, the only student
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

for

member ofthe BOR and a UCFgraduate
student.
Wolf said there's a need for another
university but the money is not available
now. He said the state's financial crisis
could even force further cuts in the
university system's budget.
Regent Thomas Petway, chair of the
committee, said the question of funding
al 0th university overshadows the choice
of the location of the university.

"We've been very concerned about the
funding question of a 10th university,"
Petway said. "We don't want to dilute the
quality ofthe nine universities we have."
The results of the hearings are
scheduled to be assembled for
consideration by the BORJan. 25.
Petway said the committee will give a
report to the BOR when it meets in April.
He said the Board will discuss the needs
of the SUS through the year 2000.

SG confirms .12
Laing appointees
Justice plans to review SG legislation
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Chal1ea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
);

CHRISTMAS CONSTRUCTION
Construction continues on the Arts Complex over the semester break. The Complex, which is behind
the Humanities and Fine Arts building, is scheduled to be finished in August.

FHP investigation reveals 1 driver
in fatal accident was legally drun~
by Joelle Subourne
NEWS EDITOR

The Florida Highway Patrol completed its
investigation ofan Oct. 21 fatal accident involving
a UCF student by testing the blood alcohol levels
of both drivers. ·
UCF student Christopher Mueller's test
showed his blood alcohol level to be negative and
showed he had not been drinking or using drugs.
The other driver, Keith Tallent, registered a
·.1 7 blood alcohol level. His test showed he was
under the influence of drugs as well as alcohol.
Both drivers were killed in the 5:45 , a.m.
accident on State Route 520, near the OrangeBrevard County line.
According to a FHP police report, eastbound
Mueller drifted into the westbound lane and
partially onto the north shoulder of the road.
Tallent drove onto the shoulder and the two
vehicles collided.
Both vehicles overturned. Mueller's vehicle
crone to a stop, blocking the eastbound lane,
while Tallent's vehicle remained on the north
shoulder and burned, but was extinguished by a
passer-by.
A separate '..raffic homicide investigation by
FHP, which 1 w.y take six to eight months, is
underway.
In the event of o. traffic accident fatality, FHP
conducts two investigations: the accident
investigatior. and the traffic homocide

investigation.
The accident investigation looks for contributing causes of the accident, including weather
conditions, and gathers drivers' insurance information and details of the accident. It is a short
report required by law for any accident.
The traffic homicide investigation is a
detailed;a 70- to 100-page analysis of the accident, acco,rding to Lt. Chuck Willirons, public
information officer, Troop D, FHP.
This report looks into the injuries and autopsy reports, toxicology reports, the exact speeds
of the vehicles, whether the drivers wore seat
belts and if there were any engineering failures
with the vehicles involved.
After FHP concludes the traffic homoicide report, it is submitted to the state attorney's office
for review. The state attorney's office decides
whether charges will be pressed against any
drivers involved.
According to Randy Means, a spokesman for
the state attorney's office, when both drivers
are killed in an accident, the attorney's office
usually does not file charges against either
driver.
· "You'd have to subpoena the grave," Means
said.
Mueller had worked that night at Crickets, a
Casselberry restaurant. Tallent had been arrested at 3:15 a.m. for DUI. He was released
under orders not to drive.

The student senate on Dec. 6
confirmed 12 of student body
President
Jeff
Laing's
appointments.
The senate confirmed two
cabinet members, four justices
and six election commissioners.
All will serve one-year terms.
, Most, confirmations were
made with little comment from
the senate. However, the
confirmations of the justices
were not so calmly made.
The senate confirmed four of
Laing's appointments to the
Judicial Council: Patrick
Fletcher, Pam Howe, Amy Reese
and Mike Stroup.
Fletcher told the senate one
of his highest priorities will be
to make the council separate
from the office ofStudentAffairs.
He said in the 11/2 years he
has been a justice, the council
has never reviewed Student
Government legislation.
One of the Judicial Council's
duties is to report defects in SG
legislation and suggest bills or
constitutional amendments,
according to the student body
constitution.
Sen. David Mann then asked
Fletcher about a bill vetoed by
the previous senate that was
vetoed in SeptemQer by Lee
Tubbs, vicepresidentofStudent
Affairs.
The bill (22-66) would have
required the council to meet once
a month to review legislation.
In a memo explaining his
veto, Tubbs said the council is a
significant part of the Dean of
Students Office and should meet

as required by that office and
Student Affairs. The council also
reviews student disciplinary
cases.
"If I get appointed and
confirmed as chief justice, that
bill will no longer be necessary,"
Fletcher said.
He said he approached Sen.
Paul Wheeler and former Sen.
Scott Bowen about the bill in
January 1990.
Their attempt to introduce
the bill was overruled by former
Vice President Christine
Toutikian after then Attorney
General Lori Dickes called the
bill unconstitutional.
It was introduced and passed
July 8.
Mann later said he plans to
re-introduce the bill in January
because Tubbs' veto cannot be
overridden by the new senate.
He acted as chief justice in
the fall during disputes of the
first senate election.
Of all of Laing's appointees
who got confirmed, Howe was
the only one questioned.
Sen. Kenneth -Sandlin said
he thought Howe should not be
confirmed because her_GPA is
too low.
Howe was confirmed, 23-8.
The most debate crone during
discussion of Sheila Mohajer,
whom Laing appointed to the .
Judicial Council Nov. 29.
Because Mohajer was not at
the .meeting, several senators
wanted to wait until Thursday
to have a chahce to interview
her.
Sen. David Carls urged
Mohajer's confirmation. He

see APPOINTMENTS page 7
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UCF turns landmark
~ into .construction site
• Arts Complex sprouts up on former memori?tl field
Administration and Finance.
Dean McFall, director .·of public
relations, said over the years the field
UCF administrators sanctioned to has become known as Driggers' Field.
remove a UCF landmark without the
It is not a part of UCFs master plan,
• consent of the family that was involved. but i.s included on the currerit UCF
Last fall, the UCF marching band's parking map.
practicefield,Driggers'Field,wasplowed
The field was located in the 1,200• for construction of the Arts Complex.
yard radius of the campus academic core
When construction for the Arts as set by the master plan. Bolte said the
Complex began, a memorial plaque on master plan was developed before the
the field was moved to the front of the field was .dedicated.
'
• Rehearsal Hall and the band now
Bolte said the current location of the
·memorial plaque and the band's
practices on the golf driving range.
The field, next to the Rehearsal Hall, practicing on the golf driving range are
• was dedicated in memory ofUCFs first temporary measures.
student drum major, Troy Alvin Driggers,
McDqugald said, "Ifthey don't want to .
who died in a car accident in 1982.
· do it [set aside a memorial field] is one
Driggers' family and friends placed a thing, but just let us know."
• memorial plaque on the field and the
She said she would like to see UCF
band practiced there.
make a decision to relocate the field and
Driggers' sister, J)arlene McDougald, plaque soon.
• said no one at UCF said anything about
According to Gardner, an ideal place
·
for the field relocation
changing the site.
She said her faI1Vly
wouldbeadjacenttothe ·
thought the field wolJ,ld
Music Building, which
• be a memorial to her "I was never aware of will not be constructed
brother and serve the
for at least four or five
band for years.
the situation."
years.
The chances of
RaymondBeaumont,
Driggers'
former
leaving an open field on
roommate, attendedthe
• Dr. Steven Attman
campus is virtually
dedication ceremony in
impossible because
• fall 1982 and said there
UCF president UCF is desperate for
was no mention of the
space, Bolte said.
field being a temporary
· Bolte serves on the
president's advisory
• location. _
''They [UCF administrators] should staff, which made the decision to bujld
not do something and then take it back the Arts Complex on Driggers' Field.
-that's totally unethical," McDougald
TheadvisorystaffandUCFPresident
• said.
StevenAltmanmadethedecisiontomove
Driggers' family lives about 50 miles the planned Arts Complex from a
from UCF andMcDougald said they had proposed site near the Education
• no idea anything had .changed until Building to Driggers' Field in Au,gust.
recently.
Bolte, Altman and other advisory staff
"No one called," McDougald said. ''No members said they did not know who
one let us know anything. Nothing was should have told the Driggers family
" ever mentioned about the field being . about the move.
'
moved one day."
"I was never aware of the situation "
Jerry Gardner, assistant Music Aitman said.
'
• Department chair and UCFs first band
McDougald said the administrators
director, said the move is probably a revoked their promise to mai,ntain a
- temporary measure and the field will be memorial field, which was dedicated eight
.relocated.
years ago.
The site was never intended to be a
The family don~tes money for the
permaiientpartofthecampus,according $1.,500 annual music scholarship also
to Dr. John Bolte, vice president of dedicated in Driggers' name.

by Jamie Carte

• EDITOR IN CHIEF

• PARENTING CLASS
Single parents can enhance
theirparentingskills and family
relationships by attending a
class offered by the Parent
Resource Center and dealing
with the special problems
confronting single parents.
The class, 7-9 p.m., begins
Jan. 10 and runs six Thursday
evenings until Feb. 14. Th~
Parent Resource Center is at 42
E. Jackson St. For details and
registration, call 425-3663.

•

• STUDENT CLUBS:
All
UCF
student
organizationsmustregisterwith
the Student Organizations office
each fall and spring semester
and anytime elections take place
within the organization.
Update forms for springl 991
must be submitted to the office
for approval by Jan. 18. Forms
have been sent to both the
contact person and adviser of
each organization. Additional
forms are available in the
Student Organizations office.
Privileges may be .denied if
the form is not turned in by the
above deadline. For more

information, call ext. 5107.
• LIBRARY· CLASS
The UCFlibrarians will offer
a one-hour class to familiarize
transfer students with the
Library's resources and services.
This optional class will be taught
several times between Jan. 14
and Jan. 19 to ·allow for
convenient scheduling by
students. Interested students
should go to the reference desk
on the second floor ofthe Library
for more information and to sign
up for the class.
• USA/USSR SOCIETY
The
Soviet-American
Friendship Society will meet at
7:30p.m. Jan. lOin a third floor
meeting room at the Orlando.
Public Library, 101 E. Central
Blvd.
Scott Terry and Colleen
Gregg will tell about their
October trip through the Soviet
Union on the Volga River. For
more information, call LeRoy
Fisher at 425-2106.
•READER'S THEATRE

MOVIN' ON UP

Chartee Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

:
Jennifer Greenis, left, a 20-year-old math major, moves into her dorm room with the
help of her mother. Greenis is a res.ident assistant and has to move in the dorm early.

SG -gives money to Surf Club
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

The student senate unanimously
agreed Dec. 6 to give the Surf Club $375
for contest registration this spring.
The Surf Club has received $1,625
from the senate during the current fiscal
year. That amount is 4.3 percent of the
senate's 1990-91 budget of$37,500. ·
The bill (23-05) ·covers registration
costs for the club at three National
Scholastic Surfing Association contests
this spring.
The Surf Club will also receive $500
from the senate's Registration account
to cover registration at two fall contests,
Oct. 7 and Nov. 4.
Student Government Qpmptroller
Cash Ulmer said Dec. 7 that the club
would not receive the registration money
until it presents proofthatitdid compete
in the two events.
He said members ofthe SuifClubhad
told him a letter from the NSSA's St.
Augustine office was on its way. ·
The previous senate passed a bill July
8 (22-64) -allocating $750 to the club to
pay registration costs to the NSSA
The senate passed a similar bill (2261) June 24. However, the money from
that bill was not paid out because Lee
Tubbs, vice president for StudentAffairs,

did not sign it by June 30, the end of the
1989-90 fiscal year.
.
The senate also passed the .1990-91
spending policy by a vote of 19-5.
The policy (resolution 23-01) is a set of
guidelines fpr organizations requesting
money.
,
It says all organizations requesting
funding should:
• Make a prior effort to provide partial funding.
• Have a .current charter and
constitution.
• Submit requests prior to the event
in question.
• Try to make an appearance before
the senate.
The Senate Working Fund account
cannot ~e use.d to provide funding for
travel, lodging, clothing or·per diem.
The senate also passed the following
.legislation:
• A bill (23-06) paying $1,250 for
entry fees for the N a,tional Invitational
Flag Football Championships Dec. 27
through Jan. 1.
The men's A league and women's
·champions competed in the tournament.
_Results were not available at press time.
• A bill (23-04) allocating $975 to
pay for a bus to send the _marching band
and cheerleaders to the Dec. 15 NCAA .
playoff game against Georgia Southern.

balanced living and optimum
•January 2 - March 1: Colopersonal performance. For nial Plaza Mall, 2560 E. Colodetails, call the church at 295- nial Drive, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
9181.
Florida :fylall,·8001 $. Orange
Blossom Tr., 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
•DESIGN COMPETITION
Monday through Friday.
The National Easter Seal SoPine Street Administration,
ciety announces its 1991 Easter 100 E. Pine St., 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
Seal Student Design Competi- Monday through Friday.
tion, conduction in cooperation
• January 7 - February 26:
withRESNA
Apopka Branch Services
Any student who is currently Building, 1111 N. Rock Springs
enrolled as an undergraduate Rd., 8:30 a.m. -, 4:30 p.m.,
or graduate at any college, Mondays and Tuesdays.
university, or technical voca• January 2 - Fe_bruary 28 :
tional institution may partici- Ocoee Community eenter, 125
pate in the competition.
N. Lakeshore Dr., 8:30 a.m. Students interested in par- 4:30 p.m., Wednesdays and
ticipating in the competition Thursdays.
• HEALTH WORKSHOP
may obtain application kits
Unity Church ofChristianity, from RESNA, 1101 Connecti5162 Pope ROad, Orlando, will cut Ave., Suite 700, Washing- •BEAHOST
The International Education
present a workshop titled ton, D.C. 20036.
Forum,
a non-profit high school
·"Choose to be Healthy" from 7student
organization, is seeking
10 p.m. Jan. 10. Susan Smith •VOTER REGISTRATION
host families to match withforJones, Ph.D., who was selected
Supervisor of Elections Betty
in 1985 as one of 10 "Healthy Carter announces the following eign· students fro·m Europe,
American Fitness Leaders" by special locations where eligible Asia, Australia and South
the President's Council on Orange County residents may Americafor school year proPhysical Fitness and Sports, will register to vote during Janu- grams.
Contact David Underwood,
conduct the workshop.
ary and February, in addition Director of Special Projects, at
The workshop will include to the main office at 119 W.
1-800-346-2826.
techniques for stress reduction, Kaley Ave. in Orlando.
A discussion on Zora Neale
Hurston and her work,
"Introduction to ·the Works of
Zora Neale Hurston," will be at
the Orlando Public Library at 7
p.m. Jan. 10 and at 10:30 a.m.
Jan. 12. The program will
feature a reader's theater
presentation and a panel
discussion of Hurston as a
writer.
The program is free and open
'to the public. However, seating·
is limited. Refreshypents will be
served at 10 a.m. Jan. 12. For
reservations,
call
the
Community Relations office at
425-4694, ext. 481.
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Students no longer
exempt from draft

•

final year of study would be able
to defer leaving until the end of
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
the academic year.
In addition, seminarians and
While thousands ofcollegians.
already have been or are students at divinity schools
preparing to leave for the would be exempt from the draft.
A draft can be started only by
Persian Gulf as military
reservists, a full-scale military an act of Congress signed by the
draft of young people . would president. If one were set up,
men turning 20 during the year
affect millions more students.
the draft started would go first.
During the Vietnam War the last time the nation had a For instance, if the draft begins
military draft-the government in 1991, males born in 1971
offered enrolled collegians a would make up the first pool of
deferment from active service. draftees.
When all available 20-yearAs a result, thousands ofmen
avoided military duty simply by olds had been drafted, 21-yearcontinuingto registerforclasses, olds would be called up, followed
whether they needed to take by 22-year-olds, 23-year-olds,
24-year-olds and 25-year-olds.
them or not.
Such deferments, however, The draft would then work back
to 19-year-olds and then 18no longer exist.
Under the current draft law, year-olds.
Anyone who was drafted and
adopted in 1971, students would
receive only · temporary accepted for service would be
required to stay in the military
deferments.
A student drafted while in for atleast24 months, inc~uding
the middle of an academic term training.
Currently, 14 million
would be allowed to delay going
into the militarY' only until the Amencan men are registered
end of the term. A student in his for the draft.
Staff Report

STUDY BREAK
Russell Riddle falls asleep' at a picnic table nearthe bookstore during final examination week last fall.
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management and leadership skills
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ARMY ROTC
mI SMARTEST COWGI
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

THE PROFESSIONAL CO-ED BUSINESS FRATERNITY
Presents:
..

SPRING RUSH 1991

11
-

I

Crane's Landing Club House
Located on Goldenrod Rd., South of University Blvd., right-hand side.

Casual Dress

University Dinning Room, UCF
Located on Campus near the Tropical Oasis
Professional Dress Required

JANUARY 19 -RUSH PARTY .. 7:30 p.m.
Crane's Landing

FOR MORE DETAILS PLEASE FEEL FREE TO CALL...
Yvette Mihaly
Nancy Funk
Cheryl Martin ::

·'

6.58-1899

ITHE BEST IN BUSINESS! I

~l

•

-

STUDENT

•

LEGAL SERVICE-S·

•

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected areas oflaw such as landlord/
tenant, consumer, non-c~iminal
traffic and uncontested dissolutions. You can receive attorney
consultation and representation
free of . charge to qualified students. Call 823-2538 or stop by SC
210 for more information or an
appointment.

JANUARY 17 - MEET THE CHAPTER - 7:30 p.ri1.

381-9257

,

I

JANUARY 12 - SOCIAL - 7:30 p.m. · · .. · · · ,

679-8734
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Problems With?
Need?
• Landlords?
•A Will?
• Insurance?
• Name Change?
1•
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' *.,· Dissolution?
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Mann wins seat in
student senate

•
•

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

•

David Mann won the runoff
student senate election for Arts
and Sciences Seat8 over Melissa
Dietiker, 183-142.
Mann won the election after
he and Dietiker tied in the first
round of' the senate elections,
172-172.

•

•

Mann's victory came after he
lost to Dietikerin the fir st senate
elections, 302-297 .
Those original elections, in
September, were eventually
thrown out after three appeals
by senator candidates of that
election uncovered numerous
violations
of
Student
Government's election statutes
by members of SG.

•
•

•
•

Susan Miller, 23, a post-baccalaureate student, brings along a chair to registration Jan. 4. "I hated this
[registration) when I first started, and I still hate it," she said .

Get A Job! Read The Furore's-Classifieds.

•

•
''What's a good looking
girl like you doing in a
place like this ..."

BES.T FUNDRAISER ON CAMPUS! .
•

•

YOUR STUDENT ORGANIZATION CAN EARN UP
TO $1,500 IN JUST ONE-WEEK SPONSORING A
MARKETING PROGRAM FOR A FORTUNE 500
CO MPANY.
*NO SALES
*NO INVESTMENT
*BUILD .TEAM ·WORK · *HAVE FUN!

-

CALL TODAY (800) 592-2121

Find Out!
Only in The
Central Florida
Future's Personal
Column

.

-

.

•
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CAB::::
m

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD

Confused?

.

'

Looking for something to do on campus that's FREE and FUN?
. (IS there such a thing??)
Loo.k no further! You've found CAB, your source for all the excitement
. and adventure you can stand •••
MOVIES .• BANDS • COMEDIANS • RAFTING TRIPS • SPEAKERS •
ART SHOWS • COMPETITIDNS • MUCH MORE •••

Adlvity andScrvlcc Fee

Look What•s Coming Up:
.

-

Tuesday, Jan. 8 • 6:30 & 9 pm •Wild Pizza: Movie: How I Got Into College
Thursday, Jan. 10 • 6:30 & 9 pm• Wild Pizza: Movie: Lethal Weapon II

WELCOME BACK WEEK-JAN 13·19 Sunday, Jan. 13 • 6:30 &9 pm• Wild Pizza: Movie: Die Hard
Monday, Jan. 14 • 8 pm• Wild Pizza: Speaker: Jeff Weingrad from Saturday Night Live
Tuesday, Jan. 15 • 9 pm •Student Center Auditorium: Comedian: Anthony Clark
Wednesday, Jan. 16 • 11 am• Student Center Green: Singer: Robin Greenstein'
Thursday, Jan. 17 • 6:30 & 9 pm• Wild Pizza: Movie: Die Hard II: Die Harder

r---------------------------,

1
Get your very own FREE CAB Spring Semester Calendar
I
I Available at locations all over campus (restaurants, Bookstore, Student Center) I
I
Contains everything you need to know to get the most out of your semester
I

~---------------------------~
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We're
all
equal,
baby·.
After

that,
you~re

on
your
own.
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SPRING RUSH 1991
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4321-GREEJ< PK DRIVEr ·
281-1·856
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.· 3 SEATS-IN
THE
COLLEGE
OF
EDUCATION
Apply at the Stude~t GoverntrJent offi~e or call Jason
·
D1Bona at X2191.
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UCF Greeks face more than high tuition costs
by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For college students, a new
term means high costs. But for
members of Greek organizations, the cost is much higher.
According to Jeff Palla, Interfraternity Council president,
a fraternity member living off
campus pays an average of
$120 initiation fee, an $80
p1edge fee and $40 per month.
A fraternity member living
on campus pays about $230 a
month plus a meal plan, which
includes breakfast and dinner,
of $20 a week.
A sorority member pays an
average of $300 a month, which
covers initiation, pledge, dues
and room and board.
Palla based his figures on an
approximation of all fraternity
and sorority costs.
However, the cost of each
chapter differs in expense.
'We had a published list of
individual fraternity and sorority expenses. However, it
caused a lot of trouble because
some rates included certain expenses and others didn't," said
Greg Mason, UCF coordinator

"Greeks are stereotyped as national insurance," Spychalfor Greek Affairs.
"The published list didn't rich kids, but if you look sky said. 'This insurance covers
give all the specific cost infor- around, they're not. Almost all any type of accident that might
mation; therefore, some frater- groups have payment plans," happen, say, at a party.~
Jeff Morris, president of Tau
nities and sororities looked Mason said. "Living in a chapmore expensive than others," ter house is comparable to liv- Kappa Epsilon fraternity, said
members of that fraternity pay
ing in a residence house."
Mason said.
a flat rate of
National$230 for dues a
ly, fraterni~......;l!!~~~~-"""~i..+-~~~~i...,.a..~~.._.,... "'O
semester.· $70
ties are govof that goes to
erned by the
insurance and
National In.terfraternity
$4;0 pays for
Council,
the National
while sorori~
Council Fee.
ties are govAccording to
former Sigma
.erned by the
Phi Epsilon
Panhellenic
adviser Paul
Council.
Black fraGarcia, frater. ternities and
nity members
pay $385 a sesororities are
mester if they
governed by
the National
_ live outside of
Pan..: Hellenic
,
the house.
Council.
According to Joe Spychalsky,
Members who live in the
Ori campus, there are 11 president, Phi Delta Theta fra- house pay $1,005 a semester.
fraternities, six sororities, and ternity, most of that fraterni- Incorporated into th~se payeight NPHC organizations.
ty's money goes to-national in- ments is a $200 one'-time housMost of the money paid by _ surance. The pledge induction ing fee.
members goes to house main- fee is $75. Initiation costs $175 · Pledges pay $345 their first
tenance, food, room and board, and brothersi: dues arE( · $35 a semester, which includes initisocial activities, insurance and month, plus $5 for housing fees. ation and induction.
national dues.
"$115 of that money goes to
Sigma Phi Epsilon's new
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•

IN SUCCESS
DON'T READ THIS:

•

.

.

year budget from August 1,
1990 to July 31, 1991 consisted
of $89,230. From that money,
$50,140 goes to rent, $20,275
pays for operations, stationery
and a savings account and
$1 7 ,800 pays for 20 activities.
Also incorporated into the
$20,275 is $6,000 for the national headquarters. ·The
$6,000 covers insurance; leadership activities, scholarship
funds, educational services and
support of regional directors.
'We're going to have a house
on campus soon," Garcia said .
"The total project cost is
$930,000. It is totally self-supported by dues and the fraternity system."
Chris McCray, director of
Housing, advises the NPHC
fraternities and sororities.
The costs range from $170
to $295 a person, depending on
the applicant's class status. All
dues go to national funding.
"Freshmen pay the most
.since their national pledge dues
are incorporated into the firstyear payment," McCray said.
Delta Gamma sorority
charges an initiation fee of
$i4o, $80 of which goes to the
executive offices, a lifetime magazine and paperwork. $50
pays for the sister's pin and $10
goes toward the ceremony.
"Members pay an additional
$36 a month for socials, insurance and the ·running of the
sorority," said Jennifer Kody,
former vice president of pledge
education.
According to Mason, a projected 604 people are in sororities. 824 students are in fraternities, and 43 members make
up the NPHC Greeks.

APPOINTMENTS
FROM PAGE 1

•

*

THE 7,000 FRATERNITY CHAPTERS NATION-WIDE HAVE A COLLECTIVE
GRADE POINT AVERAGE A$0VE THE ALL-MENS GRADE POINT AVERAGE.

•

*

73/. OF THOSE
FRATERNITY.

*

ALL BUT 2 UNITED S~ATES PRESIDENTS, SINCE FRATERNITIES BEGAN IN
1825; BELONG TO A FRATERNITY.

*

OF THE NATION'S
FR.ATERN I TY MAN.

*

85i. . OF THE FORTUNE 500 EXECUTIVES BELONG TD A FRATERNITY.

LISTED

IN "WHO' S

WHO

IN AMER I CA

50 LARGEST CORPORATIONS,

11

BELONG

46 ARE HEADED

~

TO

BY A

RUSH KICKOFF: 7:00pm . Mon. JANUARY 7 IN THE UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM
FORMAL RUSH IS WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE GREEK COUNCIL OFFICE AT 823-2072.

BE SUCCESSFUL, BE GREEK!

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
Post Office Box 26285 •Orlando, Florida 32816-0001

n~ted that she had been
approved unanimously by the
Elections and Appointments
Committee.
"You have to trust your
Elections and Appointments
Committee," he said. Carls is
acting chairman of that
committee-.
Sen. Monica Vondruska said
SG statutes allow three weeks
for confirmation. She said new
senators should have a chance
to debate. ·
'''The.point is not her," Mann
said. 'The point is us."
Mohajer's confirmation was
eventually tabled until
Thursday.
Comptroller Stephen "Cash"
Ulmer and Attorney General
Chris Vining's confirmations
came severalmonthsafter Laing
originally appointed _them to
those positions.
Vining was appointed Aug.
3, while Ulmer was appointed
Oct. 4.
The senate confirmed all six
of Laing's appointments to the
Election Commission: James
Song, Jeff Palla, Jonna
Maynard, Ivette Doria, Kim
Atwood and Matt Bonin.
Several ofLaing's remaining
appointments will be discussed
at Thursdays meeting.
In addition to Mohajer, the
senate will discuss the following
appointments: to the Judicial
Council, Tim Davenport and
Reggie Edwards; to the senate,
Ed Vaccaro for Engineering Seat
4; and to the position of South
Orlando campus coordinator,
Sam Bertzilian.
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by Steven M. Conner

projects through your involvement with Lisa Maille?
GF: Lisa Maille is just a school.
I have about six agents across
the state that look for work
for me. Things have gotten so
competitive that you really
have to go with as many people as you can.
SC: What are you studying at
UCFnow?
GF: Marketing. I graduated in
December.
·
SC: Why haven't you
thrown yourself into the acting
Steven Conner: .When did 100 percent? Why did you
you get started in modeling/ pursue marketing?
acting?
GF: I've always wanted
Greg Flowers: In 1982, I something to fall back on. If
started at Lisa Maille'.s mod- you don't have a degree, to
eling school. I ..----~--·--------. me, it seems
like you are · e
g i.- a d u at e d
from there in
going into the
wor~d com'83.
1 modeled
pletelynaked.
SC: Is actfor five or six
years
and
ing something
pursued act'y o u
ing the last
want to
two years. The
p uTs u e
seriously
;modeling is
just getting so ~~·-••••••• or just as a
competitive
project on the
it's not even funny. It used to -side?
be that they,would book you
GF: Probably on the side
one day for $1,200 fol"' a shoot until the market gets to where
in Miami or whatever. But now there is a lot of work here.
they will hire three models for
SC: What impact has the •
$400. It is hard to make the industry had on Orlando? I
good money nowadays.
mean, can you see a differSC: How did you get in- ence in the competition for •
volved with the film "Shakma.-" roles from the time you started
GF: There was a big casting until now?
and then the weeding out ·
GF:There is definitely more
process. About 80 people went work. Three years ago there •
out for my part. After three might have been one job evweeks it got down to two guys · ery three months. Now there
and I wound up with the part. is one job every month and •
SC: Was this your first one or two.big jobs every two
major project?
munths. I can see the growth
•
GF: This was my (irst major in my extra pay every month.
There was a fane when I
project, yes. I had done several other things, but this was made $300 extra a month and
my first major role.
now it's about $1,200-$1,500 •
SC: Why did you get in- everymonth.
SC: What is the most frusvolved with modeling?
. GF: It was a way to make trating attribute of the acting •
some part-time money. I was profession?
GF: That you are coma stockbroker: for about three
years and just got bored with pletely at the mercy of the
•
that. I wanted to do something casting director. If he doesn't
that was a little more excit- like the way you look, if you
ing.
have the wrong color hair, if
SC: Had you ever done any your nose bends a certain way •
acting before that?
like mine does, they won't take
GF: I had taken 8ome act- you. Itissosubjeetive.Atleast
ing courses several years in business it is more on your •
back, but just in the last three - ability.
years I got really serious with
· SC: And you're more in
it. I've done about 10 or 12 control.
•
GF: Exactly. See that's the
commercials loc'a lly and a
couple of nationals.
SC: Did you get those
see FLO~RS page 12 •

Greg Flowers is not exactly
the kind of person you would
·expect ifyou were to judge him
strictly by his looks. The
blond, blue-eyed graduate has
a look that can sometimes be
deceiving.
During a conversation a
- month ago, Greg and I talked
at great length about modeling, acting and the pursuit .of
a money-making career. The
intelligence he unloaded on
me follows.

•
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•

Knight Rock Top Five

•

•

•

•
•

Alternative

Metal

1."Melt Away"
Galaxie 500
2. "Pearls"
Buck Pets
3. \\Sin"
Nine Inch Nails
4. \'Enemy"
Buffalo Tom
5. "Searchlight"
The Harbourkings

1. \\Seasons in the
Abyss"
Slayer
2. \\lhe Eye of the Wrtch"
King Diamond
3. "When the Sun
Bums Red"
Kreator
4. "Bait Rising"
Godflesh
5. "Beer Riot"
Meatlocker

•

·

To all the jellyfish:
As you may have already noticed, last semester's
Features section has now become Collage. Although
this name evokes a rather frivilous image, we, as a
staff, have made several format changes to bring you
what we think is a better product.
The column "Week" has been renamed, but 1ts goal
has not changed. ·Our hope is to keep you abreast of
what is "Ahead" locally in art, music, theater and just
about anything.
We will bring you "The Flip Side of Reality." From
strange stories about love and life, to interesting local
hot spots, you can find it here.
If you have any suggestions, comments, or story
ideas, feel free to contact us. Address your letters to
Collage, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 3281_6 or.call _at
UCF- NEWS.
We wish you a _fruitful semester and many happy
returns.

When to listen ...
.... the Knight Rock Schedule

-·

Monday-Thursday: Knight Rock is on 11 p.m.-4 a.m.
(alternative rock programming)
Friday: 11 p.m. to midnight. Nothing but local Florida
alternative music, and then alternative rock oil night
until6a.m.
Saturday: Six hours of pure debauchery! Midnight to 6
a.m. is Midnight Metal...The WIMP radio DESTROYERl!I
Sunday: Midnight to 4 a.m .... LD's Industrial Fest-the
be$t in industrial music.
-

•

•
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS

for the week ending Jan. 7, 1990
•

8, 1991

The Editors

89.9 FMWUCF

•
~

The Year
·1n Review
•

..=::=================================~by Steven M. Conner
1990 was definitely an interesting year for the world of
art and entertainment. Censorship was the hot topic of
the· day and voting became

Target rop1cs
678-2022
I

.

Have a Great Semester. ..
Thank You for Your Support!

l* 9 *9 *O
~ogue" when celebrities like
Madonna and Iggy Pop lent
their support to the cause.
1990 saw an aged ·Miss
Daisy" walk away with a Best
Actress Oscar.
We saw the rlse and decline

of The All-Powerful Bush and
a move away from the selfish
ways of the Etglltles to a more
global sense of community.
And how could one forget
the big push for environmental awareness. We celebrated
MJther Earth for a day inAprfl
and then remarkably followed
through with our commitment
to changing our wastef1:1l
ways.
On the whole, 1990 was a
mixed bag of tricks. But what
more can be expected? At least
we got another "Godfather"
film.

The stars of the
latest "Godfather"
epic.
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Falling in Love in the '90s
• •• • • • • • •
• •
•

by Nick Conte

whipped!
C) Evening Out - If your
t never fails, when ever "Evening Out" consists of
you ask someone what dinner at Popeye's, videos
gives the~ immense at your place, and a quick
happiness the subject of fall- nap
during
Johnny
Carson ...you may be in Love.
ing in love appears.
D) Sex - If you're fondly
That great pop icon Howard
Jones, once asked the musi- reminiscing about your first
cal question "What is love weeks of dating, and talking
anyway?" Let's take a look at more, you may be in Love.
E) Frlends-Ifyou've coma few of the symptoms:
A) Chronic paranoia - pletely eliminated all of yc;mr
usuallyfeltwhenyourcaught friends, you're definitely falllooking at "friends" of the ing in Love!
opposite sex. .
If you've made the same
B) Excessive lying - ex- moronic pledge I have to
ample: 'What do you think of sustain your "Independence,"
my punk, shag hairdo?" If here are a few anti-romance
you say, "It's peachy," you're hints:

I

I

· I) Showers/Baths- AbBody
odor's convey a message all
their own.
2) Nasty Habits - Things
like "Cheese" picking remain
an old stand-by in deflecting
potential p~ners away. If
This oldie doesn't do the job,
then try making flatulent
noises with your arm-pit.
3) Wear Old Clothes- Offend your would-be compcµiions by wearing plenty of
tacky stuff. (I drove one poor
woman away with my "I'm
with Stupid" T-Shirt)
4) If the above mentioned
things haven't worked then
simply say:
stainfromtakingthe~.

"I'm a space alien from the
planet Blue-Ball, and I've
been sent to spawn with you
hot baby!"
N~mber four will usually
do the trick.
The most frustrating part
of this whole "Love" thing is
Men and Women know exactly what they want from a
potential mate, the problem
is we don't bother telling each
other. So I guess we're relegated to haunting nightclubs
together, making googly eyes
at one another, and wondering what the other thinks.
How have we turned something so simple .into such a
complicated waste of time?·

1

I
l

il

' 1
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AIHLlEA\[))
Tuesday, Jan. 8
"Postindustrial Icons," an
exhibit primarily in ceramics
from the artist Anna Fariello,
will continue through Jan. 28
at the Mount Dora Center for
the Arts. The show is free. For
more information, call (904)

o

ao

duction of "K2" will show
through 8 p.m. Saturday..Tickets are $7 today and $10 Friday and Saturday nights. For
more information, call 8393900.

Building in Mount Dora at 8
p.m. Tickets are $50. The.price
includes two other series. For
details, call (904) 383-0003.
The Orlando Public Library
is having a book sale from 9:30 ·
a.m.- 5 p.m. today and from 1Friday, Jan. 11
4 p.m. tomorrow. Hardbacks
The touring production of and paperbacks will be on sale
383-0880.
Richard
Rodgers-Oscar for $1.
Hammerstein-Howard LindW'ednesday,Jan.9
· "The Importance of Being say-Russel Crouse musical, Sunday, Jan. 13
Enterprise 1701 is having a
Earnest," a farce by Oscar "The Sound ofMusic," will show
Wilde, will be performed by the at the King Center for the panel discussion on science ficCivic Theatre of Central Performing Arts in Melbourne. tion and the media at 2 p.m.
Florida through Jan. 20. Tickets are $24.50 arid $27 .50. Guests include writer/producer
Tickets for the show at the Reservations can be made by Vince Miranda, TV actresses
Robin and Elizabeth Schurtz
Edyth Bush Theatre are $14. calling 242-2219.
and Orlando Sentinel TV critic
Forreservations, call 896-7365.
Saturday, Jan.12
Greg Dawson. Admission is free
Thursday, Jan. IO
Jose Greco Company will to the bookstore annex at 2814
Theatre Downtown's pro- .' perform at the Community Corrine Drive.
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MOVIE RENTALS
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Culture for'th·e common man
by Nick Conte
Hello, my fellow humans! Have you ever wondered what separates you and I from our lower-life
forms? If you answered with, "We have better
Haircuts," your wrong. I'll spell it out for you,.
C - right after B
U - between T and V
L - ~omewhere in the rpiddle
T-Tango
U - see other U
R:. next door to S
E - the fifth letter
What do you have? CULTURE!
You see, you and I can enjoy_the higher forms of
entertainment that other thumbless mammals
cannot. So, with the spare time I have over this
prolonged conunercial event known as Christmas,
I (Nicholas "the culture lizard" Conte) will attempt
to enlighten you with my tips on living amid the
blue-bloods at cultural events.
My first stop is opening night of the New York
traveling show "Cats" in scenic Da}tona Beach.

,

8, f 991

the efficiency of a one-legged man at a butt-kicking
contest. But you don't want me to regale you with
my account of poor planning. Let me tell you how
to act at one of these functions.
First, don't stare at all the old ladies wearing
Fur! They'll take you for some environmental
extremist and ask security to hassle you.
Second, if you 're going to drink, extend your
pinky finger! This is very important, especially if .
one is drinking champagne.
·
If you're guzzling a Pepsi, the "pinky extension"
is not needed.

Bathroom etiquette (simple rules to follow)
• When using "stand-up" john, do not read
bathroom poetry aloud!
•Always address the other male bathroomgoers
as "sir" or "mister." Never use the term "big daddy"
or "sky dog" while in the can... I mean the men's
restroom.
·
• Always check your hair, even if most of it is
gone. Hide your "bare areas," but don't sneak
peaks at .t he Telly Savalas impersonator using the
mirror next to you.
Theater
•Finally, never act like you left a little residue on
First of all, I was born and raised in lovely your hands.
Daytona Beach, so I can speak with expertise on
its character... So far, it has none. Tb.e officials, ~ociallzlng
who booked the show, handled the event with all
• Speak loudly. Always include details that are

sure to needle potential listeners. If the listener
happens to be an ex-flame, simply extend your
pinky, take a big gulp ofyour drink and say in your
clearest voice: "I haven't had this much fun sin~e
I made it with you in my car!"
• Act like you know what's going on during the
show. Even ifyou've slept through most of the first
act.
·
•Don't scratch your armpits in front of anyone.
They'll_send the ushers over to harass you.
DUrlng the Show

•Yawning can be contagious. So, if the urge
hits, act like you dropped your show program on
the floor and "sneak a yawn" while picking it up.
• Don't stand to give your "standing ovation" at
Intermission. (Well, I didn't know.)
•If your buttocks drifts off to sleep, do not jump
to your feet and ask your date to slap your butt. If
you squirm around enough, Mr. Gluteus will wake
up on his own.

After the Show
•Give standing Ovation, even if the show is
smelly. But don't yell "Bravo," they may force you
to break down the set with the roadies.
•When driving away, do not scream out of your
window, "That's theater, Man!"
I'll see you soon, I'm off to the opera.

American
Red Cross
BE A RED CROSS VOLUNTEER

Mpvja and Allraclign Tjckgls
General Cinema
Fashion Square
Altamonte Mall Parkwood Plaza
Seminole Plaza ·
Colonial Promenade
Parkwood Plaza

Busch Gardens
WetN'Wild
Sea World
Tri County Transit
Ticket'Master
Universal Studios

AMC Theatres
Fashion Village 8
Interstate 6
Pleasure Island 1O

Ticket Sales at the Kiosk:
Mon-Thurs: 9am-9pm
Fri: 9am-&pm
Sat: 10am-2pm
NO TICKET SAL~S ON
SUNDAYS &,HOLIDAYS

Mon-Thurs: 9am-9pm
Fri: 9am-7pm
Sat: 1 Oam-2pm

Mon·-rhurs:
9am-11pm
.Fri: ·9am-4pm
Sun: 3pm-11pm

___
m

For More Info. Call XRB31.

SP-ring Hours:

__,

The KIOSK·will not
~ccept personal
checks--CASH •ONLY!/

~

~
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Tuesday , Jan. 8
LowellMason- 7:30p.m.,
Downey Memorial Church.

Thursday,
Jan. 10
Peter Nero
- 7:30 p.m.,
Peabody Auditorium,
Dayton a
Beach. $15$19.

!:n f

8, 1991

•
Dolphins with Dan
Brubeck - 9p.m. ,Beacham's
Blue Note. $5 at the door.
Saturday, ~an. 12
Nine Inch Nails - 8 p.m.,
Visage. $12 advance, $15 day
of show.
Garth
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil Brooks, the
Judds, Alabama, Restless Heart
andothers7
p.m.,
.. S u n c o a s t
: : Dome, St. Pe' : · t e rs burg .
.: $29.95.

m;~~~~~~~~:·:~. ·~=·;J_:: s unday, Jan.
13

111!.

OCCA Celebrity Season
"Os Romeros" Guitar QuarFriday, Jan. 11 _
tet - 3 p.m., Bob Carr. $35,
GWAR- 8p.m.,Beacham $25, $20 and $15.
Theatre. $9.75 advance, $12
day of show.
Complied by Bridget Clark.

Flowers
frompage8
-

the eager actor?
GF: Don't put all your eggs
in one basket and don't invest
too much money. And for
those with no experience, find
a good modeling/ acting
school. It can make all the
difference in the world:

•
•

•
•
Principle was one

•

of many local
groups that
participated in
the recent
Orlando Jamfest
1991.
Photo by Charles

worst part about going into
acting. If they just don't like
you a certain day you're out
arid that's the way it is.
SC: Doesn't it gej: discouraging? Wasn't there ever a .
time that you just felt like this
isn't for me?
GJI': Several times. But I've ·\....-------------------....:__------'---.,,--___::_--7-----:;___----=-----seen so many people come and
go over the nine years rve been
involved in the business. You
meet a lot of people that are in
·u, they're· hot for it, you can
see it in j:heir eyes. .
And there are those people
who get pissed off because
they drove to Tampa four
times for an audition and still
didn't get a part.
I've never gotten into it that
much.' If I put my whole self
into this one little thing and it
failed, I would be down and
. out big tttne.
SC: What are some national
projects you have done?
GF: I did a Mothers Aga:in$t
Drunk · Driving commercial;
Ive done a lot of drunk stuff
- - -.-- .
___..___..
(laughs); ACE Aut-0 Parts-that was my first big speaking
· role; Walt Disney World- that
was another big speaking part;
and, of course, "Shakma." •
SC: Any parting advice for

Your Off

Cainpus Bookstore
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*To rush around, grabbing books, praying for USED copiesl!I
WE HAVE MORE NEW AND USED UCF BOOKS THAN EVER BEFORE! ·
• SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•BACKPACKS

~UNiVERSlTY BLVD.

1~r~ALAFAYA TRAIL

f.~s8M612

• HALLMARK CARDS
• UCF. CLOTHING

• STUDY GUIDES
•JOSTENS CLASS RINGS

•
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shined," she said.
AA sports information
UCF"will begin its American WRAP-UP
. ., ~irectories.
South Conference games on the FROM iaGE20
~·
-v .y -v
road Jan. 12 against UT-Pan
The men's basketball team,
American. UCF faces Lamar · UCF stayed with the spread depleted in the backcourt after
Jan.14.
offense in the second half but injuries to Daryl Davis and
"It will be an eye-opening could not score again.
Eddie Hammerberg, received
experience if we stay at the
-v .y .y
help from the football team.
level of play we are at now,"
Record-setting wide receiver
McDowell received honors
Knight said.
for leading the Knights into Sean Beckton became a
the playoffs their first year in member of the Running
Division I-AA by being named Knights in mid-December.
Beckton, holder of almost all
Coach of the Year.
He won the Eddie Robinson UCF receiving records, will be
award, named after Grambling a backup .·guard. He saw his
University's legendary head first action against Brandon.
Beckton said he came out of
coach, with 14 first-place votes
in a balloting of 30 Division I- high school a better basketball

HOLIDAY
FROM PAGE 20

'I

• b•

•

~~~~~~~~~~-

period. It outscored UCF 12-0
in the first three minutes and
19-11 in the period to secure its
victory.
"No one played outstanding
in all three games.No one really

13

player than football player but
was offered a scholarship in
football.

-v -v .y

Lady Knight Coach Beverly
Knight may haye received an
even bigger contributor when
center Tari Phillips joined the
team Dec. 1 7 in a game against
Brooklyn College.
The Lady Knight~ won, 7972. Phillips scored 20 points
andgrabbeql 7rebounds. UCF
won its first three games since
she joined the team but dropped
its last two. After five games,
Phillips averaged 21.2 points
and 15.0 rebounds.

Mary is the victim

of.an epidemic•••
. The greatest crippler and killer in the nation.
· . _It's called "drinking and driving."
Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the otqer car was driving after
"just a few drinks." But they were enough
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over 500,000 people injured
or killed each .year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.
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1WO DAYS ONIY!

Fri. JllN. 18
, thru
Mon. JllN. 21 ·

Tue. JllN. 15 Sffe1
/ Wed.· JAN. 16
~

ORLANDO

OC&1N CENrER

AREN~

Fri. JAN. 18 ............................................. 7:30PM*

DAYTONA BEACH

Sat. J~. 19 .... 11 :OOAMt .....3:30PM; ..... 7:30PM

1\1c. JAN. 15 .......................... 3:30PM~...... 7:3QPMt

Sun. JAN. 20 .......................... l:OOPM ....... 5:30PM

wc·d. JAN. 16 ..........................3:30PMt ..... 7:30PM

Mon.JAN. 21 .......................... 1:30PMt..... 7:30PMt

* 9w.Frv WINNC@XIE WFTV Ch. 9

TO GET YOUR TICKETS

-·
WINN DIXIE
FAMILY SHOWS - SAVE $3.00
ON AH OPENING SHOW' TICKUTS
with coupons from \VINN DIXIE

IN PERSON: 130X OFFICES and all
m:;;c;;;;r~ outlets Including MAISON

"f'/0.l;,L MIX
IOS.1 KIDS' SHOWS
f:J.f)SJL
SAVE $2 ON AT.l KJDS UNDER 121

t

SENIORS 62 & OVER SAVE $2 PER TICKET!

fo/

:j:

bg

1C9g_~

WK.CF-TV 68/K 92 8c.
GOODING'S CIRCUS
TIME KEEPER SHOWS

;f/f!«l''/!I.~ One FREE Circus Tiinc Keeper will

-

be gi111:n to each child under 121

BLANCHE, SPEC'S, SOUND WAREHOUSE,
PRIME TIME VIDEO, INFINITE MUSHROOM
(service cbarge added at outlets)

BY PHONE: (904) 3S3-3309,
(407) 839-3900 or (For Daytona
Only) 1-800-858·6444
(service dJarge added to pbo11e orders)

Information:
Daytona (904) 2 54-4545
Orlando (407) 849-2001

Group Rates:
Daytona (904) 2S4-4S45
Orlando (407) 849-2014

*********YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE!*********
ALL SEATS RESERVED •PRICE INCLUDES li\X

Daytona Prices: $9.00 - $10.SO
Orlando Prices: $7.SO - $9.00 - $10.SO

•

••
••
••
•••
••

~~

IHI CQHUJE 1r (Q) WJIN CG A11J1r (Q)
JEJEJF AJIJE
A1IJ1f (Q) ]])JE1f AJIILJINCG
10% UCF DISCOUNT
6400 UNIVERSITY BVLD.
WINTER PK, FL 32792
677-7190

2981ALAFAYA TR
OVIEDO, FL 32765
365-3085

•••••••••••••••••

•

LUBE OIL
FILTER

MOST
CARS

$14.95WITH
CO.UPON

•••••••••••••••••

••
•
•••
•
•••
•
•
••
••
•••
•

..
BRAKE

.............

~

SPECIAL
$69.95 PER AXEL
$79.95 METALLIC

••
••
••
•
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There will be a
Senate Meeting
at 4:30 pin on
January 10,
1991 in the
.U niversity
Dining RoOID . .
All students are
invited to
.

.

attend.~ ·

~. . ..-....:;...ll:;~

Activity ;.:nd Service Fee
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1990s could begin
an age of dec;ency
with understanding
The New Year's celebrations have come and gone,
and we have officially entered the 1991 calendar year.
The United States is entering its third year ofbeing
a kinder and gentler nation.
How appropriate it is that the United. States is
showing its true colors by embarking on another world
fray? Perhaps the United States will learn from this
. that no matter what happens, no one is going to be a
clear winner.
The Soviet Union is doing somewhat better because
it is so disorganized it can't enter the worId's problems.
The republics ofthe Soviet Union are saying they could
do even better economically if they paid less to the
government. Soviet citizens are proudly waiting in line
for hours to buy American chocolate bars, but the
additives are questjonable.
In the African nation of Kenya, several Red Cross
officials were abducted in response to a group's desire
for the presidei:it to be out of office. The United Nations
has no idea which groupkidnapped the Red Cross
members or the reason behind it. Still, the Red Cross
will remain in Kenya.
In France, yet another person committed suicide by
throwing himself off the Eiffel Tower, to the horror of
hundreds of onlookers.
France is also involved in the Persian Gulfcrisis, but
_As the United Nations deadline for the Iraqi
not to the extent of the United States. France has other
problems to deal with, like a united Europe and withdrawal from Kuwait approaches its final stages,
the struggle to reach a diplomatic solution to the Gulf
underground tunnels.
The Iraqi diplomats were recently expelled from crisis seems to have gained full momentum. Many
their stations in Great Britain. In response, Iraq warned Arab leaders have once again started to make house
this officially means Britain has sided with the calls on Saddam Hussein. And the European community
has finally made an sincere effort to be original enough
Americans in the conflict with Iraq.
.
A bit closer to home and nearer to the American to propose their own means of resolving this grave _.
_
pocketbook is El Salvador, where two Americans were crisis.
And
on
our
·side
of
the
Atlantic,
the Bush
recently killed.
administration has eventually decided to hold a high
Y~t again, no one is sure who did it, and why. El
Salvador could stand to lose $42.5 million in aid to its level meeting with Iraq.
On the ninth day of the new year, six days before
military, depending on how the men died.
Jan.
15, Secretary of State James Baker, will meet
On a more "natural" perspective, consider how the
Iraqi foreign minister Tariq Aziz in Geneva.
environment is failing.
Although this has been received by most as a positive
The seas are being polluted and over exploited. The
gesture
on behalf of the United States, one -cannot
deserts are growing, the forests are shrinking. Our air
ignore
the
possibility of this gesture which President
is becoming toxic (Athens, Greece, for example). The
Earth's ozone layer is forming holes, while a species a Bush so aptly labelled an "11th hour diplomatic·effort,"
day is lost in the world. People are starving, while as being a diplomatic scam.
When this meeting was first proposed by the United .
others are hoarding.
States,
the plan was that foreign minister Tariq Aziz
So why do we celebrate the new year? Because to
-would
travel
to Washington to meet with President
despair would be to give up.
Gorbachev has no desire to hurl the republics or the Bush while Secretary Baker was to meet directly with
people. He has said he hopes for a stro.n g and proud President Saddam Hussein in Baghdad.
A White House Spokesperson had offered Baghdad
nation that doesn't need to ask for help from others.
to
compromise
on a date before the Jan. 15 deadline.
This is similar in Kenya. It pas no desire for the Red
But when Iraq proposed Jan. 12 to be the date of the
Cross to need to be there, but it is needed.
It would be great ifwe could all conserve, share with meeting, using the excuse that President Hussein was
those in need, never lie, ete. .. , but that is not.reality, but too busy to receive Secretary Baker before that date,
the Bush administration was obviously insulted and
we should try.
·
..
It would .seem that our only solution is to do what our lashed out at the Iraqis by refusing to accept any date
·
mothers told us when we were still little kids: treat after Jan. 3.
The
initial
proposal
was then taken off the table
· people like you want them to treat you.
and
a
new
offer
was
made
which was not refused
Sometimes old advice is the best.
by the . Iraqis. ·

Bush negotiates with himself
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Iraqi ambassador to the United States, MohammadAl-Mashat, who h~s . just returned from Baghdad
after consultations with President · Hussain once
again expressed his governments desire for a
negotiation settlement to this crisis invited Secretary
Baker to Baghdad for further "discussions."
But President Bush ruling out any further contacts
with the Iraqis retained his inflexibility and repeated
his call for"no negotiations." Accordihgto him Secretary
Baker is mere.ly going to make sure that the Iraqis "get
the message" face to face, calling this meeting ''last
chance for peace."
Those in the diplomatic community see this as a
final step towards war, a worthless diplomatic ritual
which would allow President Bush to say to the
American people "Hey! I tried."
It is absurd on part of the Bush administration to
think that Saddam Hussain is not fully aware of the
quantityandqualityofdangerheisfacing.But Hussain
is also facing a Catch-22 situation, ifhe retreats from
Kuwait without receiving anything to show for it, he
faces extinction at the hands of his Baath party and if •
he stays then he faces a devastating war.
At this point Saddam is searching for a way out, but _
the Bush administration is blocking all the exits.The
comingmeetingis a chance for the Bush administration
to set its priorities straight which should be the
salvation of human lives.
-Shayan E/ahi is a freshman studing pre-law.

WUCF involved in conspiracy
Last·November, just before finals week, I tuned my
car radio to WUCF-FM. It was 4 ·p.m., and they. were
just completing one show and beginning another. During
the shift change, the DJ announced:
''Thank-you for listening to the (whatever) show,
Next up is our light classical show to help you enjoy
your drive home. For those of you who would prefer a
news program, weinviteyoutotuneinto WMFEat90.7
· on your FM dial. Their one-hour, locally-produced news
show will be followed at 5 p.m. by their (whatever)
show. Or stay tuned to WUCF for ~ore great classical
music."
.
Thank-you for the referral, but what the hell is going
on here? For starters, we've got a radio station that only
attempts to reach students between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m ..
And now they're telling our daytime listeners where to
tune when they don't want to listen to WUCF. It this
''The Commrin:ity's Window to the University?"
WouldWUCF tell their Saturday evening listeners where to find Hee-Haw on TV if they didn't want
to listen to the UCF football game? Heck no!
It appears to me that WUCF is involved in a
"classic"conspiracy. The management still thinks a
$100,000 payola from a corporate sponsor to play
classical music is worth more that 20,000 $5

111

contributions from faithful listeners. Are a few comatose
fans with big wallets really more important than 20,000
titan-paying ones? They are certainly easier to appease
-just follow a playlist and keep two or three rich people
happy. If WUCF is 'The Community's Window to the
University," I hope no one is looking.
Nine months have passed since a special commission
held a public hearing about WUCF. Except for a token
listener survey, the commission's recommendations
have been ignoreQ.. Student involvement in producing
the shows is still minimal. The station won't even
publish a programming guide in The Central Florida
Future to inform students about what is broadcast.
The songs have changed, but the bureaucracy
remains the same. We students have to make more
noise. We have to convince the management their
problems won't just graduate and go away. We have to
wash that filthy window.
-Mark Johnson is a UCF graduate.
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by A.S. Whitten
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· New era brings decline in lifestyle of America
Having missed out on the excesses and fun of the
1980s, it makes me feel a little cheated that I will.end
up paying the credit card and bank loan failings ofthose.
that went before me.
While doing this I .see my real income, and that of
others, drop to new lows.
But, even with the imminent decline in lifestyle that
• faces me, I can find consolation, however shallow it may
be, in the fact tpat I car;i. now complain to my elders as
to the state of the globe, and how the bad times in their
~ past just can't quite match up to my very real and very
frightening future.
Whereas the generation before us had only to worry
about the cold war, possible nuclear war, and nuclear
• winter, as well as the naggingreality of possible double
digit inflation that would out- pace real income, we, the
children for the '90s, must deal with quite a bit more.
possibility of"the big one" happening during the
• coldThe
war was very real to our parents.
However, the fact remains that most of the bloodiest
wars in the recent past have come about due to localized
• conflicts between regional powers.Now that the balance

of terror between the United States and the Soviet
.Union has, to a great extent, been minimized, there is
a much greater likelihood that there will be more, and
bloodier, violence on this globe.
Added to this is the greater proliferation of nuclear
weapons and other weapons of mass destruction, such
as ch~mical and biological weapons, among the lesser feasible for a variety of reasons.
powers.
First of all, any nuclear attack by the United States,
No longer are the weapons of mass destruction in or any of its allies for that matter, would have to stay
the hands of the leaders of the super-powers and the away from population centers, due to the morally
great-powers, but there has been a horizontal reprehensible nature of said attacks, and the effect ·
proliferation of the powers of mass destruction.
such an action would have upon a politician's desire for
Perhaps the greatest illustration of this point is in re-election.
the Middle East where the United States is preparing
Secondly, if those in charge of launching weapons
to confront a decidedly inferior force in the form oflraq. would fire them at military targets, i.e. tanks in the
Iraq, even though its forces are stretched thin by its sand, there is a great likelihood that one ofthese bursts
expanded frontier and the losses sustained during its would effectively put oil fields out of commission. This
ten_year war with Iran, still poses a threat to the U.S. . would go a long way toward destroying the main
military with its chemical warfare abilities.
mission of the forces in Saudi Arabia, the protection of
While it is all well and nice to say that the United oil reserves (you don't actually believe we're there to
States would retaliate with a nudear bombardment in protect the Kuwait's right to self rule?).
the case of chemical attack, this likelihood is not
Ah, for a neutron bomb...
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eall tryin

break into even TINIER particles."
And Louise would say: ''No."
Or the officials would say: "Louise, we want to
use a half-million tax-payer dollars to restore
the childhood home ofLaweren'Ce Welk."
And Louise would say: ''No."
.
.
Or the officials would say: "Louise, we'd like to
I know what's bothering you, as a concerned
give the Syrians a couple million dollars to
American. What's bothering. you is that it's
reward them for going almost a week without
1991 alreadyJ and NOBODY IS RUNNING
harboring a terrorist."
FOR PRESIDEN'r. It's eerie. At this time four
And Louise would say: .''No."
.
years ago, Io~a was already infested With
Or the officials might say: "Louise, we want
presidential timbers suchas Bruce Babbitt and
to ..." _
Pierre S. "Pete" du Pont IV Esquire Inc. The
And Louise would say: ''No.'~
average Iowa farmer could not take a step
All these decisions would have to be made
without bumping into several leading
before 5:30 p.m., because Louise would be very
presidential contenders demonstrating their
strict about picking her kids up at daycare.
concern for agricultural by lifting small pigs.
FOREIGN AFFAIRS: These would be handled
Andyettoday,fouryearslater,nobodyisactively
via anbther rtew entify called The Department
campaigning out th~re.. (Not that the pigs are .
of A Couple .of Guys Named Victor. The idea
complainiil'g.)
here would be to prevent situations such as the
Of course George Bush has been busy, wb,at
Panama invasion, where we send in the Army
with the Persian Gulf, the economy, bonefishing,
to get Manuel Noriega, and a whole lot of
etc.And there is speculation aboutMarioCuomo ~~~~~~;
innocent people get hurt, but NOT Manuel
running. But there has ALWAYS been Ii
Noriega. He gets lawyers and fax machines and
a Fair Trial that will probably not take place
large portion of the Rosetta stone is devoted to
during the current century. ·
ancient Egyptian speculation about Mario _ _
The Department of A Couple of Guys Named
Cuomo running. You also hear talk ~out Sen.
ru 1991 Tribune Media Se rvices, Inc .
All Righ ts Reserved
Victor would not handle things this way. I'djust
Albert Gore, but the U.S. Con stitution clearly
states in Article III, Section 4, Row 8, Seat 5, that the your large cash contributions, I want you to know tell them,"Victors, I have this feeling that something
where I stand on the issues. Basically, as I see it, there unfortunate might happen to Manuel Noriega, you
president cannot be somebody named "Albert."
"Arnold, maybe," states the Constitution. "But not are two major issues facing this nation: Domestic and know what I mean?" And, mysteriously, something
Foreign. Following are my positions on these issues as would.
Albert."
Or, instead of sending hundreds of thousands ofour
Another possible candidate, Sen. Bill Bradley, of 9:30 this morning.
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS: I would eliminate all giant people to fight hundreds of thousands of Iraqis all possesses the one quality that thoughtful American
voters value ~ove all in a leader: height. Unfortunately, federal departments - Transportation, Commerce, because of one scuzzball, I'd say: ''Victors, it would not
Sen. Bradley also has, with all due respect, the charisma Interior, Exterior, etc. - and replace them with a depress me to hear that Saddam Hussein had some
ofgravel. Hospitals routinely use tapes ofhis speech3es single entity, called the Department of Louise: This kind of unfortunately fatal accident ih the shower."
I realize there will be critics of this program. "What
to sedate patients for surgery. Rep. "Dick" Gephardt would consist of a woman named Louise, selected on
has no eyebrows and is, in the words of a recent New the basis of being a regular taxpaying individual with ifhe doesn't take showers?" they will say. But these are
children and occasional car trouble and zero experience mere technical details. The important thing is that I
York Times editorial, "probably an alien being."
Clearly, thenationhasaLeadership Vacuum. Well, in government. The Department of Louise would have . have a platform, and the next week I'm going to Iowawhere I come from, we have a saying: "If you're not total veto power over everything. Before the government well, technically I'll be flying OVER Iowa -as the first
going to grab the bull by the horns while the iron is the officials could spend any money, they'd have to explain declared candidate, and if you want to get on the
bandwagon, now is the time, because there is a lot of
fire, then get off the po.t." (There are a lot of chemicals the reason to. Louise and get her approval.
"Louise," they'd say, "we want to take several billion important work to be done, such as selecting the band
in the water where I come from.) And that is why I am
announcing today that I am ~ning for president of dollars away from the taxpayers and build a giant for the Victory Party. Right now I am leaning toward
contraption in Texas so we can ca~se tiny invisible Little Richard.
the United States. (Wild sustained applause.)
Thank you. But before I accept your support and particles to whiz around and smash into each other and
~ l J
Also, ~ need to locate a small pig.
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For rent-3 or 4 female students to share furnished townhouse 3bdrs, 2 112 bath, fans,
pool , tennis. $750/rno. Call 351 -7020

GWM seeks same to· share beautifully furnished condo.
Mature responsible non-smoker only. · C>.Yn bed/bath, fire pl, screen
room. 20 min from UCF. $300 per mo +1/2
util. Call Don 277-7905.
·

Easy Work! Excellent Pay I
Assemble products at home.
Call for information.
504-641-8003 Ext. 2568

WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

Student documents and resumes. Sarne·
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printi ng.

RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM ~7 per hour Call 297-3715

KCO INC WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-6735
TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. $1 .00/pg. 366-4045

Yardsale, Sat, Jan 12, 9263 Larette Dr, (N of
SR50 off Econ Trail) 9 to 5. Love seat+ chairs,
rowing machine, lamp, rug, tires, etc.6572617

M/F NS for 2B/2Ba apt Altamonte Spr $250 +
1/2 UT 380-5967 or 295-0992

Scholarships, grants , and aid
available from many sourcess. 40 page individualized report. Guaranteed Call 1-800783-4013 for information.

Stop paying rent!
Buy this immaculate i bdrm condo for only
$32,0001 C>.Yner financing wtlow down. Consider lease/purchase. Call Chris Stevens682-2600 today! Coldwell Banker Res Real
Estate, Inc.

Fox Hunt 2-bdrm 2-bath luxury town house
washer/dryer 657-7598/380-8383

LSAT Specialist- Begin now for Dec'Feb test
Superior results
Self-paced course
Payment Plan
Michael Tierney, 897-3300

TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprises'
experienced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

Resumes-Professional wirting, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resurne
House's 24-hour information line at 904-3716769.

ASC Typing Service. Reports, resumes, proposals, etc. Affordable rates.
Pickup & delivery. 695-1917
TYPING SERVICE 896-0044 EVE 381-0132
:1 .25 term papers, knowledge of med & legal
terminology, and spelling
15.00 ~reation and typing of resumes
Ask for Ann Arceneaux

2 rooms couple with grown kids and plenty of.
space would like to rent a room to a college
student female onle call for details 282-9625
pool
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy . .Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

Complete typing/WP services FAST
AES 2431 Alorna #226 671-4414

Fast* Professional* Accurate

Typewriter, royal, manual office good condition $35 834-7528

Rent room/priva'te bath 5 miles to UCF 350 a
month includes all washer/dryer fenced yd
281-6400 Dan
.

~

Typing/Word Process. Reports - Resume
editing/Ltd rewrites-transcription-accurate.
295-8457 after 6prn

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628

Quit typing - Call Stress Alleviators Professi9nal ly typed & editted.
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351-0065.

WP.EDITING: $1 .25 & UP. 366-0358

Hey_Guys! School is back in session I Get
ready' for Greek Week and remember to hit
those books, lrs never too latell
Hey Girls I Get ready for all those socials this
semester! Remember Greek Week is just
around the corner. Get psyched for itll
Hey A Phi 0 brothers, welcome back. Lers
rnakethissemesteragoodonel Recruit those
pledges--See ya!I
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MIN.I .CLASSIFIED FORM
$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

Cost per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:
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Insertion ·Dates:
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D GREEK CORNER
D CLUB INFO

D FOR SALE
D AUTOS
D HELP WANTED
0 WANTED

D SERVICES
D TUTORS
D TYPISTS
D OTHER
D ROOMMATES
D LOST & FOUND
D LONELY•'s
· D FORRENT
D CARPOOL
PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
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lead. Rollins answered with a LOBSTER
10-2 run of its own to tie the
FROM PAGE 20
score.
The Running Knights ended
62 lead.
the half with a 12-3 run to take - DePaul, which evened its
UC F's Anthony Haynes the halftime lead.
record to 5-5, led by as many as
connected on two consecutive
Denny Hinson had 1 7 first six points in the five-minute
3-pointers to cut Rollins' lead half points to lead UCF. He overtime period, but UCF
to three points.
finished With 24 points.
clawed back.
But Rollins made 5-of-6 free
Rollins effectively kept
The Running Knights had
throws in the final minute, · Leeks under control by holding an opportunity to tie the game,
whileKenLeeksmadetwofree ·him to 12 points.
but sophomore Tommy
throws for the Knights. .
In the opening game, ~inson Tormohlen's 3-point shot
The first half was a series of scored 33 points to lead UCF to attempt didn't got off in time.
runs by each team.
. a 98-81 victory over Brandon.
"We didn't make the good
Down 13-8 early, UCF went Haynes had 21 points and plays a good team makes to
on a 14-3 run to take a 22-16 Leeks contributed 13.
win these kinds of games,"
---------------------~ Coach Joe Dean said. "If we
FROM PAGE 20
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played their hearts out."
"I was impressed by UCF in
its game against Stanford,"
e auIC oachJoey M eyersa1.d .
DP
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Anthony Haynes shoots over a defender in the Red Lobster Cla.ssic .
He ·scored 20 points in the opening game agaist Stanford.
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The
"OLDEST and MOST PRESTIGIOUS
BUSINESS FRATERNITY"
is NOW at U.C.F.

•
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offense centered around a
game, after being
successful with a high-powered
passing offe~se.
_
Defensive coordinator Don
"Deek" Pollard produced a
defense that ranked among the
best in the nation.
His adjustments all but shut
down William & Mary's offense
in the second half.
·
UCF played one of its best
halves defensively against the
Georgia Southern Eagles'
option in the first half.
Ironically, it was the second
half against the Eagles that
further indicates how much a
team effort (on up to the
coaching
staff) · was
involvedthroughout
the
season.
UCF had gone to its spread
.offense in the closing minutes
· ofthefirsthalf, which produced
a score. They did the same thing
'against William & Mary.
But unlike the game against
the Tribe, the Knights stayed
runni~g

Giacone and Sean Beckton
set records on offense, and
Bobby Spitulski set reco~ds on
defense.
· But none of these players
did it alone. Willie English and
Perry Balasis helped Giacone
with the running, Shawn
Jefferson came up with big
receptions at wide receiver and
the offensive line played solidly,
if not spectacular.
On defense, Ray Irvin,
Jimmy
~oberts,
Rick
Hamilton, Bill Stewart and
Robert Lindsey (to name a few)
all contributed. At one time,
they each came up with big.
defensive plays.
It all added up to make the
1990 Knights the best team in
UCF history.
Offensive coordinator Mike
Kruczek proved he is capable
of creating a high-scoring

in the spread offense in the
second half.
Giacone did not enter the
game in the second half until
late in the fourth quarter. After
the game, McDowell said it was
probably a mistake not to ·go
back to the running game.
It couldn't have been that
bad of an idea. After all, UCF
did score and did move the ball
early in the second half.
Butin the final analysis, the
Knigh~s perhaps should have
gone back to what got th.em
there. Giacone,, Balasis and
crew were successful all year
with wearing down opponents
by running at them .
But we should not dwell on
that as there is still no
guarantee the outcome would
have been different.
The Knights were the first
team to make the playoffs in
·their first year in Division IAA. The Knights are well on
their way to establishing a
winning football tradition ..
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1990 Record Breakers
The UCF football team
became the frrst team to
make the playoffs in its
first year in Division IAA. In the process, the
Knights set many team
records. On this page are
UCF's record breakers.

Mark Giacone (right) rushed
for 110 yards in this game
against Slippery Rock. He finishes his career as UCF's alltime leading rusher with 2,518
yards. His 1,114 yards in 1990
set a single-season record,
and he rushed for a singlegame high of 191 yards in the
playoffs against Youngstown
State. He also holds the record for most 100-yard games
(10) and career touchdowns
(24).

UCF's record-setting backfield. Top row: Ron Thow, Patrick Stewar&,
Coach Alan Gooch, Jason Kotor, Wiiiie English and Coach Jon
Jo-rdon. Kneeling: Montrel Greene, Perry Balasis and Mark Giacone.

· ,,

Sean Beckton (left)
scored the only
points for UCF in the
playoffs against
Georgia Southern
with ·this catch.
Beckton's records
include: consecutive games with a
reception (42), career
receptions
(214), and career
reception yards
(2,805).

Linebacker Bobby Spitulski records a sack against Gergia Southern. Led by
Spitulski's 13 sacks, UCF set a school record with 46.
-

Franco Grilla (right)
follows in the foot·
steps of former UCF
kickers
Eddie
O'Brian and Scott
Ryerson. Grilla set
a school record
with 105 points.
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• Men's Basketball Standings

~

New Orleans
Lamar
Arkansas State
SW Louisiana
Louisiana Tech
UT pan American
UCF

w

w

.0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
1
0

Per

L
-2

11
9
9
10
9

.909
.846
.750
.834
.636
.643
.545

3
4

2
5
9
5

2
6

• Women's Basketball Standings
C~nference

w
Lamar
Arkansas State
Louisiana Tech
New Orleans
UCF
UT Pan American
SW Louisiana

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Overall
Pct
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

at Rollins College

at Orlando Arena

Championship game

3rd place game

UCF

Overall
Pct
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Red Lobster Classic

Running Knights 111, Salukls 111

Conference

L

Tangerine Tournament

w

L

10
8
4

Pct
.909
.889
.571
.500
.500

3

4

4
5
6
6

4
1.
0

player
Phillips
Breunig
Leeks
Hinson
Haynes
Boles
Denmon
'rormohlen
Totals

min fg-a ft-a
4-7
32
1-3
4
0-0
0-0
35 4-13 4-5
39 8-16 4-5
38
3-8
0-0
5
2-2 0-0
10
1-3 2-2
37
2-6
2-4
200 24·55 13-19

r
5
0
5
1
2
5
1
5
23

•3 4f
1
0
2
2
0
1
4
13

2
3
1
5
2
0
3
20

1p
10
0
12
24
9
4
4
7
70

Percentages: FG .436, FT .684. 3-Polnt FG: 9-23
(Phllllps 1-4, Hinson 4-8, Haynes 3-6, Tormohlen 1-4,
Denmon 0-1).

player
WoH
Thurston
Martin
Reeves
Rotz
Steele
North
Phipps
Hathaway
Forbes
Totals

Rollins
fg.a ft.a r
f 1p
4-9 4-4 6 4 4 15
5-10 0-0 1 3 5 12
40 10-13
7-8 6 6 2 32
24
2-2 0-0 2 3 1 5
17
1-2 0-0 3 2 0 3
15
0-1
0-0 2 1 3 0
1
0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0
3
0-1
0-0 1 0 1 0
30
0-0 0-0 2 3 1 0
4-6 0-0 2 1 4 11
11
200 26-44 12-15 29 15 22 78

•

min
34
25

Percentages: FG .591, FT .BOO. 3-Polnt FG·: 1422 (Rotz 1-2, Wolf 3-6, Martin 5-7, Thurston 2-4,
Reeves 1-1, Forbes 2-2).

.f43

UCF
ROLLINS

.000

A-1,538.

38 32 70
29 49 78

For games through Jan. 6.
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---------~~-'----------~ Opening game
UCF 98, BRANDON 81
BRANDON (81): Vickery 4-13 0-0 fft, McNeil 00 o-o o, Waugh 0-1 o-o o, Irving 10-21 4-5 29,
Nackoney 3-5 0-1 6, Scotchburn 0-1 0-0 o, Goldbourne o-o o-o o, Procope 2-4 0-0 6, Marshman 3-1 ·
0-06,Couslns, Maslak 10-166-726. Totals32-69101481.
UCF(98): Leeks 5-103-813, Hinson 13-22 5-10
33, Phillips 4-120-010, Breunig 0-2 0-00, Haynes 5127-821, Tormohlen 5-131-215, Denmon0-00-00,
RCJberson 1-2 0-0 2, Boles 2-5 0-0 4, Beckton 0-0 00 0. Totals 33-56 20-20 95.
HaHtime- UCF 44, Brandon 44. 3-polnt goalsBrandon 7-17 (Irving 5-7), UCF 12-30 (Haynes 4-8,
Tormohlen 4-10). Fouled ou1-Nackoney. Rebounds-Brandon 48 (Nackoney11 ), UCF 41
(Tormohlen). Assists-Brandon 12 (Vickery 8), UCF
17 (Phillips 8). Total fouls-Brandon 25, UCF 15.
Technical fouls-none. A-510.
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MISERY-A 2:00-4:30-7:15-9:40
DANCES WITH WOLVES-PG131:3<>-S:008:4S

HOME ALONE-PG 1:30-3:40-6:00-8:1510:20
'
THE GODFATHER 111-R 12:10-3:10-6:109:10
KINDERGARTEN COP-PG-13 1:00-3:155:30-7:45-10:00
BONFIRE OF THE VANITIES-A 2:15-5:007:30-10:00
RUSSIA HOUSE-R 2:00-5:00-7:30-10:00
EDWARD SCISSORHANDS-PG-13
1:30-3:45-6:00-8:15-10:30 LOOK WHO'S TALKING TOO-PG-13
1:30-3:15-5:00-6:45-8:30-10:15
THE ROOKIE-R 2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00
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•
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Discover Comfort
{and be a Winner!)

•

Discnvl'r original Birkensrock footwc:1r and see how healthy
anJ comhrrahlc your feet can he. l~)U could be rhc winner
of a FREE pair hy cnreri ug_
our "Regisrcr :md Win" Jr:-iwing.
,..
· - . ;..
1/-c;.
Come in to register and
·!~"'
~~~
. ....-discover rhc fresh new look of .· .
.,c- ~~~
~f 1.
13irkrnsrock. N('> pun:hasc ,,-~f(/if.i7- -,~. .<~/)~·-;)
~
is ncn:ssary ru ·win.
.:: -~~- -- - ; '.: _"·~;:..;<.
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DRAWINGS TO BE ~LD: FEBRUARY AND MARCH
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BIRKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR STORE
ALL SIZES AND STYLES AVAILABLE
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CHURCH STREET
STATION EXCHANGE

Opening game
STANFORD 70, UCF 61
BRANDON (70): Vlahov 2-4 0-2 4, Wingate 3-5
().0 6, Patrlck4-9 5-716, Keefe 7-9 3-617, Ammann
4-6 6-6 15, Lollie 3-5 0-2 6, Hicks 0-1 0-0 0, Dukes 04 0-0 O, Williams 1-3 0-0 2, Meyer 2-2 6-o 4. Totals 2648 14-23 70.
UCF (98): Hinson 5-12 o-o 11, Breunig 1-3 0-0 3,
Leeks 5-91-311, Phillips 3-10 0-06, Haynes 7-15 24 20, Boles 0-0 0-0 o, Tormohleri 2-9 2-2 0; Roberson
0-0 0-0 o, Denmon 0-1 2-2 2. Totals 23-59 61.
Halftime-Stanford 45, UCF 29. 3-point goalsStanford 4-11 (Patrick 3-6, Ammann 1-3, Dukes 0-2),
UCF 18-21 (Hinson 1-3, Breunig 1-2, Phillips 0-4,
Haynes 4-7, Tormohlen 2-5)_ Fouled out-None_ Rebounds-Stanford 36 (Keefe 10), UCF 30 (Hinson 5).
Assists-Stanford 16 (Lollie 5), UCF 11 (Phillips 3,
Haynes3). Total fouls-Stanford 18, UCF 122. Technical fouls-none .

UCF Ho"liday Classic

Im.S. llam-llpm
649-6484

7 DAYS

Semifinal game
MCNEESE ST. 61, UCF 55
McNeeee State (61): Inman 0-0 1-2 1, Thibodeaux 5-132-316. KellerS-111-417, Andrews24 2-4 8, Boudreaux 1-4 2·2 4. Melancon 0-3 4-4 4,
Thomas 3-63-39,Harrlson 1·70-02. Totala20-481S.
2261
UCf (66): Rhodes 1·11 5-87, Stowe3-150-0 6,
Green 0-1 1-4 1, Saco 0-5 2·2 2, Lincoln 0-8 0-1 o,
Nunes 0-2 1-2 1, Loomis 0-4 2·2 6, Batz 2·5 0-0 6,
Phillps 10-183-623, King 2-53-4 7. Totals 18-74 ~931 55
Halftime - McNeese St 31, UCF 27. 3-polnt
goals-McNeese St. 6-14 (Thlbodeaux4-9, Andrews
2-4, Harrison 0-1 ), UCF 10-13 (Stowe o-s, Lincoln 06, Loomis 0-1). Fouled out - Keller, Boudreaux.
Rhodes, Green. Rebounds - McNeese St. 41 (Thibodeaux 12), UCF 54 (Phillps 15). Assists McNeese St 14 (Andrews 4), UCF 10 (Rhodes 5,
Green 5). Total fouls - McNeese St. 25, UCF 24.

3rd place game
FAIRAELD 106, UCF 98
Fairfield (106): Frief 2-5 4-4 8, Lewis 0-0 0-0 0,
Sacca 7-11 3-417, Mlkelic 7-10 10-1225, Bly 1-5 01 3, Abromovitch 9-19 5-6 26, Elser B-13 2-2 18,
Sheehan 0-0 0-0 o, Auerbeck 0-2 0-0 O, Massari 3-5
1-1 7. Totals 38-7425-30106.
·
UCF (98): Rhodes 9-111-1 19, Stowe 4-7 3-3 13,
Green 2-4 6-910, Saco 0-1 0-Cl o, Lincoln CJ-3 0-0 O,
Loomis 2-3 0-24, Batz 5-7 0-1 ro, Phillips 9-17 6-8 2~.
King 8-14 0-0 18.· Totals 39-6616-24 98.
HaHtlme- UCF 45, Fairfield 44. 3-point goalsFalrfleld 5-11 (Friei_0-1, Mikelic 1-2. Bly 1-~!. Abrcmovltch 3-6), UCF 4-6 (Rhodes 0-1, Stowe 2·2, King
2-3).
Fouled
out-Abrom:ivltch,
Rhodes.Rebounds-Fairfield 36·(Elsoer 8), UCF 35
(Phillips 10). Assists-Fairfield 10 (Mikellc4, UCF 12
(Stowe 4). Total fouls-Fairfield 21,.UCF 22.

.at UCF Gymnasium
Opening game
UCF 66, LIBERTY 59
Liberty (59): Thomson 1-8 2-2 5, Wiley 1-6 2-3
4, Johnson 3-7 0-2 6, Schwasnick0-1 0-0 O, Rorer 12 0-0 2, Fairfax 1-5 0-2 2. Beardslee 2-3 2-2 6,
Coleman5-174-814, Bream 5-150-110, Wooten 39 3-410. Totals 22-73 9-16 59.
UCF(66): Rhodes6-12 2-314, Stowe2-100-05,
Green 3-65-611, Lincoln 2-72-4 7, Nunes 1-21-23,

THREE PAEN AND A UTILE LADY-PG
2:00-4:00-6:00-8:00-10:00
HOME ALONE*·PG
1:30-3:45-6:00-8:15-10:15
THE GODFATHER 111-R
12:10-3:10-6:10-9:10
KINDERGARTEN COP-PG-13
1:00-3:15-5:30-7:45-10:00
BONARE OF THE VANlTIES-R
2:14-5:00-7:30-10:00
ALMOST AN ANGEL-PG
2:15-4:15-6:15-8:15-10:15
MERMAIDS-PG
2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

•
•

DEPAUL81, UCF78
DePaul (81): Daughrity0-3 3-4·3, Booth 8-15 3620, Prlce4-82-310, Howard 7-169-1226, Davls4111-29, Murphy0-20-0 o, Foster 1-6 5-6 7, Nieman
0-4 0-0 0, Stem 2-5 2-2 6. To26-70 25-35 81.
UCF(78): Leeks 8-179-10 25, Hinson 6-141-1
13, Phlllips4-82-311, Breunlg2-30-011, Haynes 19 6-6 8, Tormohlen 4-10 0-0 11, Denmon 2-5 1-2 6,
Roberson 0-0 0-0 o. Totals 26-70 25-35 78.
Halftime- DePaul 36, UCF 34. 3-polnt goalsDePaul 4-15 (Daughrity 0-3, Booth 1-3, Howard 3-4,
Davis 0-2, Nieman 0-3), UCF 5-15 (Haynes 0-3,
Tormohlen 3-8, Phillips 1-2, Denmon 1-2, Breunig 12). Fouled out-Stern, Hinson .• Rebounds-OePaul
45 (HaNard 9), UCF 46 (Leeks 15). Asslst&-OePaul
8 (Foster3), UCF 17 (Haynes 7). Total fouls-DePaul
21, UCF 23. Technical fouls-none.

Loomis 3-4 0-0 6, Batz 1-1 0-0 2, Phillps 6-21 0-2 12,
King 3-5 0-0 6. Totals 27-68 9-15 66.
Halftime- UCF 35, Liberty 27. 3-polnt goals Liberty 6-18 (Thomson 1-7, Wiley 0-1, Coleman 4-8,
Wooten 1-2), UCF 3-18 (Stowe 1-7, Lincoln 2-4,
Phillps 0-3, King 0-2). Fouled out-None. Rebounds
-Llberty50(Bream 10),UCF49(Ph1Uips 17).Asslsta
- Liberty 13 (Wiiey 6), UCF 19 (Stowe 5, Green 5).
Total fouls- Liberty 15, UCF 19.Technlcal foulsNone.

Tune up for a
dream .. come-true
summer of opportunity!
We will be in the following locations.seeking musicians for the· 1991
EPCO':['FJCenter All-American College Show Orchestra and the
Disneyland and Walt Disney World All·Americnn College
Marching and Show Bands. You must be at least 18 years old
and a current college undeTgraduate. Daily performances and
career workshops (11or14 weeks): ea;ly June thru mid-August.
Salary and housing provided.

WALK-IN AUDITIONS

*

9.AlVi. 5PiVi

ORLANDO
JANUARY 19 (SAT)
l\fardott's Orlando World Center
8701 World Center Drive
Exit 26A off I-4 (SR 536)
For specific information, write or calJ:
DISNEYr.uJSICIAN AUDITIONS '91, P.O. Box 10,000, Loke
Buena Vista, FL 32830-1000, (407) 345-5710 (Florid~) lOam - 4pm
EST, (714) 490-3126 (Californin) office hours PST.

YOU CAN'T

LIVE ON
HOPE.
You hope this guy is
_finally tt117 right guy.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
with the Al DS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus 'for
many years without
showing anysymptoms.
The only way ·i·o
prevent getting
infected is to protect
yourself. Start using·
condoms. Every time.
Ask him to
·
use them.
If he says no,
so can you.

Al Os

If you think.you
can't get it you're
dead wrong:
·----~

I'
1·

·
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·UCF blan~ed in 3 holiday tournaments
Rollins outshoots UCF
in tournament finale,
triumphs by 8 points

Fairfield prevails in OT
against Lady Knights
for 3rd place in Classic

by Roy ·Fuoco

by Michelle Dragonetti

SPORTS EDITOR

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WINTER PARK- UCF and Rollins
battled during the '70s and early '80s as
equals in Division II. UCF has sinced
moved to a higher level in Division IAA. But for one more year at least, it is
Rollins that prevailed.
Led by tournament MVP Scott
Martin, the Tars defeated the UCF
Basketball team, 78-70, Saturday night
in the final of the Tangerine
Tournament at the Enyart-Alumni
Fieldhouse.
Altho.~gh UCF still leads the series,
20-15, Rollins has won five consecutive
games against its cross-town _rivals.
. The Running Knights threatened to _
4~lt the Tars' winning streak when
they took. a .48-35 lead early in the
second half.
But Rollins went on a 19-4 run to
take a 54 . .52 lead. Martin, who scored a
game-high32points, led with six of the
19 points.
.
UCF guard Sinua Phillips got into
foul trouble and spent time on the bench
while the Tars took the lead.
Phillips re-entered the game. Denny_
Hinson scored on a 3-point play and
Phillips made a free throw, giving UCF
the advantage, 56-54.
A. driving layup by Phillips gave the
Running Knights their last lead of the
game at 61-60.
Rollins then took control ofthe game.
Dan Wolf'had two3-pointers and Martin
scor~ five points to pace an 11-1 run,
which gave the Tars a commanding 71see TANGERINE page17

After one win and one loss in the
UCF Holiday Classic, the UCF Lady
Knights lost its last game in the
tournament to Fairfield University,
106-98. Fairfield won third place in
the Jan. 2-4 tournament.
'fhe Knights won their opening game
against Liberty, 66-59, Wednesday to ·
advance in the winners bracket.
UCF dominated the first half, 3521. Despite a close second half, Liberty
could. not muster enough offense to
prevent a UCF victory.
Junior Yolanda Rhodes (14 points)
and senior Tari J:>hillips (12points,17
rebounds) led UCF.
·
Thursday, the Knights lost to
McNeese State, 61-55.
-McNeese State capitalized.on poor
shooting by the Lady Knights to gain a
victory.
McNeese State outscored UCF in
both halves. as the Knights shot 24
percent from the field. The Cowgirls
shot 41.6 percent.
Phillips scored 20 points. She was
the only Lady Knight in double figures.
She also had 15 rebounds.
FridaynightagainstFairfield, UCF
lost a close contest.
UCF led 45-44 at halftime.
In the second half, the lead changed
hands 14 times and the teams tied
eight times.
UCFhad the last lead in regulation,
87-85, but Fairfield tied the score.
Neither team scored in the last 30
seconds and the game went into a five.
Mike PohVCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Sinua Phillips calls a play during UCF's game against DePaui in the Red Lot;>ster minute overtime period.
Classic. The Running Knights lost in overtime, a1.:.1a.
"Our -ladies aren't accustomed to
winning,"-UCF Coach Beverly Knight
said. "I'm not sure they know .how to
play to,win. They're satisfied to just be
in the game."
The Lady Knights were tinable to
overtime, 81-78.
name opponent in their overtime loss to
"Even though we lost, I think we DePaul in the consolation game of the neutralize Fairfield's offensive
proved we belong. here," junior center tournament.
pressure or create any of their own in
Ken L~eks said when asked if UCF
The Running Knights went ill.to overtime.
·
Knight said tu!llovers· w~re a· key
belonged in the classic with North halftime down 36-34.
Carolina, DePaul and Stanford.
The lead see-sawed back and forth in weakness for UCF in overtime.
Preseason analysts probably would the second half and UCF led by one
"We need to create more space,"
have said UCF didn't belong in this point with 1 :30 left in regulation.
Knight said. "We give up crucial
tournament and might have prediCted
- But three free throws by DePaul's turnovers at terrible times in the
·
the.Running Knights would be blown Melvin Foster tied the game and forced game."
overtime.
Fairfield dominated the overtime
away in both games:
The Running Knights had perhaps
see HOLIDAY page13
see LOBSTER page17
their best chance at a victqry over a big-

Running Knights make statement in pair of losses at Red Lobster Classic
by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL. FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Running Knights lost both
games they played in the Red Lobster
Classic Dec. 29-30, but they gained
some respect as a member of NCAA
Division I with their competitive play
in the Orlando Arena.
The Running Knights rallied in the
second half before losing to Stanford in
their first game of the tournament, 706i. They lost the next day to DePaul in

Knights finish season
·with $emifinal loss; .
McDowell wins honors

True team &Hort
keyed Kni9hts'
football success

\;-

Staff Report

State.sboro, Ga.
The Eagles, who defeated
UCF earlier in the season, 38Since the last issue of The 17, at the Citrus Bowl, struck
Central Florida Future, the for 38 points in the second half.
Joe Ross led the Eagles with
UCF football team advanced to
In its first year in Division I-AA, the UCF football
the Division I-AA semifinals, 72 ·y ards rushing, including a
team made the playoffs. The Knights advanced to the
where it lost to eventu.al 55-yard touchdown run on the
final four before losing to later champion Georgia
champion Georgia Southern, first play of the second half.
Southern in Statesboro, Ga.
The Knights' only score of
and UCF · Coach Gene
The operative word in the above paragraph is
McDowell was named Coach of the game tame with five
team. The success UCFhad in 1990 was a team effort.
seconds left in the first half.
the Year in Division I-AA.
The Knights used their
When the offense struggled, the defense carried
Also, the men's and women's
the load. When the passing game struggled, the
basketball teams received spread offense to drive 79 yards
running game picked up the pace. When the defense
on six plays in 1 :·02. Ron
additions to their squads.
·struggled, the offense sec.red a lot of points.
Johnson connected on an 18~ ~ '/
Some players stood out more than others. Mark
Georgia Southern continued yard touchdown pass to make
Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
its dominance over the Knights the halftime score 9-7.
UCF Coach Gene McDowell wins Eddie
by defeating them, 44-7, Dec. 8
see EXTRA INNINGS page17
see WRAP-UP page13 Robinson award for 10-4 season.
at Allan E. Paulson stadium in
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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